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Aerial Placenta 

I opened my skin 
Detached my bones  
Traces of thought 
Move skies 

Aerial Placenta is about the vegetal world that ensures 
mothering care with the environment in and around us through 
air and oxygen. 
This performance is part of Movere Momentum  
(Keya Mosso Art) and was performed in Berlin, 
Ackerstadtpalast, July 2022.
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Tracing Waves 

When a sound pours in,  
a wave bends into another possibility 

Tracing Waves is an immersive performance on listening 
beyond the visual.  

Sound design in collaboration with Xavier Velastin and provides 
an ambi-sonic set-up of 8 speakers. 
Performed in London, The Place, Nov 2021 & May 2022.
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She caresses corners of the room… 

I want to  
touch and be touched  
there  
where hearts shiver 

She caresses corners of the room is part of  
Movere Momentum, a film about our lives during COVID. 

Keya Mosso Art, Portugal, spring 2022
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HYDES 

Vibrating vectors  
storytelling skins 
How deep  
can we dive within? 

HYDE is an ancient word for skin and a piece of land.  
This sound video is part of a bigger research about deep 
listening in relation to movement 

Sound video, London, spring 2021







skin 
calligraphy  
dripping down  
flesh and bones 

Sk!n!graphy

Sk!n!graphy is a sensorial performance inspired by rope-art 
and explores mutual listening  
in an embodied calligraphy between 2 people.  

In collaboration with Nik Nightingale 
Performed in London, The Steelyard, July 2021
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ANKH  

My body  
is but wax and wick  
for a flame.  
When the candle burns out,  
the Light shines elsewhere 

ANKH functions as a mirror of our reality, through which we see 
lines and shapes. ANKH questions how we address weight, 
symbols and meaning to what we perceive.  

Dance film, Serpentine Gallery, London, January 2020






